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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that tile problem of computing the optimal solutions of several 
versions of imprecise linear systems of equations is NP-hard. An imprecise liuear 
system is alinear system Ax =b where A = A (°~ + Y',p~A (u), b = b (°~ + F~q,b ("1, 
x~dth unknown coefficients pu, q~ constrained by one of the five relations 
Ilplk ~< ~, tlqll~ ~/3,  
Ilull2 ~ ~, [IqlL ~</3, 
IlplL ~< ~, I[qlle ~</3, 
Ilpl12 ~ a ,  II,/lla ~/3 ,  
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where (p, q) is a vector formed by all values pu and q~. Given such a system, we 
would like to find its optimal solution, i.e., the largest possible (xj +) and the smallest 
possible (xj-) values of xj. Our main result is that this problem is NP-hard in any of 
the five versions. This holds even when the A (~), b (~) (/ ,  =~ 0, v =~ 0) are restricted to 
have only a single nonzero entry each, in disjoint positions, and even if instead of the 
exact values x j ,  x~, we want to compute their 8-approximations (for a given accuracy 
> 0). So (unless NP = P), algorithms that find the optimal solution of imprecise 
linear systems require (in the worst case) exponential time. 
DEFINITION 1. An imprecise linear system is a linear system Ax = b where 
A = A (°) + Y~,p,A (~), b = b (°) + ~q~b (~), 
with unknown coefficients p~,, q~ constrained by one of the five relations 
II pl12 ~ c~, Ilqll~ ~/3,  
Ilpll~ ~ c~, Ilql12 ~ ~, 
Ilplle ~ a, Ilql12 ~/3,  
II(p, q)lle ~ a,  
where (p,  q) is a vector formed by all values p~ and q~. 
COMMENT. This system may be overdetermined (i.e., with an or x n 
matrix, where m > n). 
DEFINITION 9,. We say that a vector x is a possible solution of the 
imprecise linear system if Ax = b for some A and b that can be thus 
represented. The set of all possible solutions will be denoted by E. A system 
is consistent if E ¢ ~,  and nonsingular if F, is bounded and nonempty. 
REMARK (Motivation for these definitions). In many real-life problems, 
it is necessary to solve systems of linear equations in which the components of 
A and b are obtained by measurement and are therefore imprecise. Two 
ways to describe this imprecision (see, e.g., [15]) lead to two different norms: 
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(1) If we know only the guaranteed accuracy" e i of the measuring dew,ices, 
then, e.g., for the eomponen~ bi of b, possible values can be represented as 
follows: b i = bi + el, where b i a re  the measured values, and e i are measure- 
ment errors for which ]e i] <~ e~. In this case, we can take b m) = b, and as t) ~ ''~ 
{br v e= 0 take a vector with e~ in the vth place and 0 elsewhere. Then, the 
formula I) i = lo i + e i turns into b = b <°) + F_.q,,t) ~1 with q. = el~8' i, and the 
inequali~ for e i turns into maxlq,,[ = Itqll~ ~ l. 
(2) In some eases, we also know the prohabili~' distribution of errors. 
Usually,, it is a Gaussian distribution, with a probability ~densib ~ p(e) -  
exp[ -Q(e) ]  for some quadratic expression Q(e).  This density is eveaavhere 
positive, so strictly speaking, every. ~value of e is possible. In praetic< 
however, only values e for which p(e)  is not too small are considered 
possible (e.g., in the one-dimensional case, we have a "'three sigma" rule). So 
the possible values of errors are determined by the inequali b p( ( ' )=  
exp[ -0 (e ) ]  ) c for some c > 0, which is equivalent o Q(e) ~< - Inc .  This 
restriction corresponds to the quadratic norm on p or q (geometrically, tt , '  
set of possible vahles of e is an ellipsoid; ellipsoid error estimates are activeh 
used in different applications; see, e.g., [2-4, 12, 17, 18, 22, 2:3]). 
(]OMMENT, For a general perspective and alternative definitions, s('c 
[~I]. 
REMARK (Computer representation). To represent an imprecise linear 
system in the computer, we must represent he matrices A (Ili and A ~), the 
vectors b (°1 and b (''), and the nmnbers oe and /3, and indicate which of t l , '  
five versions we consider. 
THEOREM 1. Checkin~ whether  a ¢{iven imprecise linear s~jstcm has a 
,s'olutiot~ (i.e., whether  it is consiste~t) is NP-hard. This holds even u:lu'l~ the 
A <'), t) ~''~ (bt 4= 0, u 4 = 0) are restricted to have onl!/ a single mmz~'ro ~'lm-!/ 
each, in di.~]oint positions. 
ttlSTOmt'AL COMMENT. For the first version (when II yll~ ~< c~ aud Ilqll~ 
~< /3), this result was first proved in [9]. A similar result, that ch('ckin~ 
singularity is NP-hard, was proved in [14]. 
PtEMARK (A  brief informal explanation of what NP-hard means). This 
notion (see, e.g., [6]) means that if there exists an algorithm that checks 
consistency in polyq~omial time (i.e., whose rtmning time does not ('xceed 
some polynomial of the input length), then the pol)naomial-time algorithm 
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will exist for practically all discrete problems such as the propositional 
satisfiability problem, discrete optimization problems, etc.; and it is a com- 
mon belief that for at least some of these discrete problems no polynomial- 
time algorithm is possible (this belief is formally described as P 4: NP). So 
the fact that the problem is NP-hard means that no matter what algorithm we 
use, there will always be some cases for which the running time grows faster 
than any polynomial, and therefore, for these cases the problem is intractable. 
In our case, no practical algorithm is possible that checks whether a given 
imprecise linear system is consistent. 
DEFINITION 3. For a nonsingular imprecise m × n linear system, by an 
optimal solution we mean the sequence of intervals [x j-, x~ ], 1 ~ j ¢ n, 
where xj  = min{xj I x ~ Y'.} and xf = max{xjlx ~ F.}. For a given number 
> 0, we say that the set of pairs [£f, £f 1, 1 ¢ j ~< n, is a &approximation 
to the optimal solution if I£ f -  xfl < ~ and I£ f -  xfl < a for all j. 
TrlEOREM 2. For an arbitrary 6 > O, the problem of computing a 
6-approximation to the optimal solution of a nonsingular imprecise linear 
systems is NP-hard, in any of the five versions. This holds even when the 
A (u), b (~) (Ix 4: O, v 4: O) are restricted to have only a single nonzero entry 
each, in disjoint positions. 
COROLLARY. The problem of computing the optimal solution of a nonsin- 
gular imprecise linear systems in NP-hard, in any of the five versions. This 
holds' even when the A (u), b (~) (Ix 4: O, u 4: O) are restricted to have only a 
single nonzero entry each, in disjoint positions. 
HISTORICAL COMMENT. For the first version (ll pll~ ~< a, Ilqll~ ~< #), this 
corollary was first proved in [8]. 
PRACTICAL COMMENT. If we know A and b precisely, then we can 
compute the components x l , . . . ,  x,, in polynomial time, namely, in time 
that grows as ~< Cn 3. Even for large n, this is feasible. Theorem 2 states that 
in the general case, solving imprecise linear systems is intractable. This result 
does not mean that algorithms are impossible. There exist several reasonable 
algorithms that find an optimal solution to a nonsingular interval linear 
system (see [13, 1, 11, 16, 10, 19, 20], and references therein; these 
algorithms mainly handle the case of the square matrices, when m = n). 
However, unless A has special properties, these algorithms require a running 
time that grows exponentially with n (i.e., as a") and are thus not feasible. 
Our theorem explains this phenomenon. 
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REMARK (The main idea of the proofs). First, we will prove Theorem 2. 
then the Corollary, and then Theorem 1. To prove that each of our problems 
is NP-hard, we will prove that if it were possible to solve it in polynoinM 
time, then it would be possible to solve in polynomial time a problem that is 
already known to be NP-hard: The so-called partition problem (problem 
SP12 from [6]; originally proved in [7]). This problem is as follows (we nse 
slightly different notation than [6]): suppose that an integer k is fixed, and k 
integers a I . . . . .  a k are given. Do there exists numbers x i ~ { -  1, 1} such that 
a~3"~ + "" +akx  k = O? 
Proof o f  Theorem 2. Let us first explain that it is sufficient to consider 
only the case 6 = 1. Indeed, x is a possible solution of an imprecise system 
Ax = b iff 6x is a possible solution of an imprecise system Ax = 6b. 
Therefore, x is a 1-approximation to the optimal solution of Ax = b iff 6 x is 
a &approximation to the optimal solution of Ax = 6b. Therefore, if the 
problem of finding a 1-approximation is proved to be intractahle, then so will 
the problem of computing the 6-approximation. In x6ew of this remark, all 
the proo[s will be for the case when 6 = 1. 
We will analyze all five versions from Definition 1. 
\'ems'iov~ 1 (llpll~ ~< ~, Ilqll~ ~</3): To prove Theorem 2 for this version, 
we \~dll use the following reduction. Let us start with a particular case of the 
partition problem. Then, we design an imprecise linear system as follows. 
This system will have n = k + 1 variables x 1 . . . . .  x,, and the t'ollm@l K 
m = 2n + 1 equations: 
= l , l~<i~<m 
b; ,14 i4n ;  
+ " ' "  +akxk  q-  ( l k+ lXk  ~l  = ( l k - I ,  where we denote ( l k4  i = 
(1) Aix  ~ 
(2) x; = 
(:3) alx I 
-0.5Ea~. 
Ilere, A i ~ l -  
In terms of 
A(% When 
( i .e . ,  1 if" n - i 
b(% When 
"= (l k + l" 
1,1], b, ~ [ -  1, 11. 
A t ~) and b (~), this svstem can be represented as follows: 
i ~ n, then A~ )= 0 ;when n < i  4"2n, then ~0t= 6~ i 
=j  and 0 else), and = ,,j. A,j 
i ~< n, then b} °) = 1; when n < i ~< 2n, then b}°); and 1~ (0) 
A(m: For ever?' t\ from 1 to n, A (t*) has a single nonzero element 
, tu )= 1. "~,u.,a 
1¢"): for every, v from 1 to ~t, b ~) has a single nonzero element 
b l ,7 , ,  = 
c~, 13: ~=/3= 1. 
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The time it takes us to design this system is evidently bounded by a 
polynomial of n. 
We will now prove for the following three statements: 
(i) for every partition problem, this system is consistent and nonsingular; 
(ii) if partition problem has a solution, then [x2, xn + ] = [ -1 ,  1]; 
(iii) if partition problem does not have a solution, then [x~, x~ + ] = 
[-1, -11. 
If  we prove them, then we will be able to prove our theorem. Indeed, 
suppose that there exists an algorithm that finds a 1-approximation to the 
optimal solution of any consistent nonsingular imprecise linear system in 
polynomial time (i.e., in time that does not exceed some polynomial of n). 
Let us show that this algorithm will enable us to solve the partition problem 
in polynomial time. Indeed, we form an interval linear system (as above; it 
takes polynomial time) and apply the hypothetical algorithm to compute a 
-+ for 1-approximation to its optimal solution. As a result, we get a number x,, 
-+  + 
which Ix,, - x, [ < 1. Now, we can consider two cases: 
+~ ~+ + < 1, we have x n x , -  1> 0 -  1 (a) I f  :7, + > 0, then due to 1~7 + - x,, 
= - 1, and therefore, x, + cannot be equal to - 1. So case (iii) is impossible, 
and hence the original partition problem has a solution. 
X + -+ + "++[~7, +- . , ,1<0+ 1 = 1. So case (ii) is (b) I f  x , ,~0 ,  then x n~<x,, 
impossible, and therefore, the original partition problem has no solution. 
The running time of this algorithm (including computing ~7, + and comparing 
it with 0) is polynomial in m = 2 n + 1 and thus polynoinial in n. So, to 
prove our theorem, it is sufficient to prove the above three statements 
(i)-(iii). 
1. The above-described system (1)-(3) is consistent. It is easy to see 
that x i = - 1 satisfy this system, with Aj = b i = - 1. 
2. The l inear system (1)-(3) is nonsingular. Indeed, x i = b i, and 
Ibi] ~< 1 hence ]xil ~ 1. 
3. For every solution o f  this l inear system, and fi)r every i, either x~ = 1 
or x i = - 1. Indeed, we have already proved that I xi] ~ 1. Now, x i = 1 /A  i, 
so from IAil ~< 1, it follows that Ixi[ > 1. Therefore, Ix i[ = 1, i.e., x i = +_1. 
4. In particular, x,, = _+ 1. For x,, = - 1, we always have a solution (see 
step 1). I f  we have a solution for x,, = l, then (3) reduces to a lx  1 
+ "'" + ak xt = 0. So this system is equivalent to a partition problem. Hence, 
we have a solution of a linear system with x,, = 1 i f fwe have a solution to the 
partition problem. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 for the first 
version. 
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Version 2 (IIpLI2 ~ a,  IlqlL~ ~/3) :  Let us consider a similar system of 
linear equations, but with A i that belong to an ellipsoid ~A~ ~< n, and 
'5, • [ -  1, 1]. In terms of A (") and b (~), this svstem is exactly the same as for 
the first version; the only difference is that we are using a different norm for 
p ([I/)112 instead of II p[l~), and a difl[erent value of a :  a = ~Tn. The only part 
of the proof  that requires a new proof  is step 3. 
3. For e~er~j solution of  this l inear.system, and fi)r ese~j i, either x i = 1 
or x i - - 1. Indeed, because o f ( l )  and (2), A i = 1 /x  i = 1/bi ;  hence from 
1'5,1 ~< 1, it ibllows that I A~I 1> 1, and A~ >~ 1. There~D)re, A~ - 1 > 0. Hence, 
>_7,(A} - 1) = EA} - n >~ 0, Since n t)lle ~< c~ = ~/77n, we have Y',A~ - n ~< 0. 
So the sum of n nonnegative terms A~ - 1 is nonpositive. This can only 
happen if all these terms are equal to 0, i.e., if A~ = I for all i. ttence, 
A i = + l ,  and x i = 1 /A  i = +I .Q .E .D .  
XS~sio, 3 (llpll~ ~ o~, IIqll2 ~ /3): Let us consider a similar system of 
linear equations, but x~4th b~ that belong to an ellipsoid Eb~ ~< ~, and 
A i ~ [ -  1, 1]. In terms of A (") and '5("), this system is exactly the same as for 
the first case; the only difference is that we are using a different norm tor q 
(llql],_, instead of IIqll& and a different value o f /3 : /3  = ~ (a  is still equal 
to 1). For this version, taro parts require a new proof: steps 2 and 3. 
2. The linear system is nonsingnlar. Indeed, ,x" i = '5,, and bl 2 ~< E'5~ ~< 
3. For every solution of  this linear system, an(t fi)r every i, either x, = 1 
orx  i = -1 .  lndeed, because o f ( l )  and (2), b~ =x i = 1/A i ;  hence from 
IA,I ,< 1, it fbllows that Ib~l >/~, and b, 2 >~ 1. Therefbre, b, 2 - 1 ~> 0. Since 
b~ belong to an ellipsoid, we can conchlde (as in the proof  of the second case) 
that b i -- + 1, so xi = '5i = - t -  1. Q.E.D. 
"~'ersio~ 4 (llplI,~ ~ ~, Ilqll2 ~</3): Let us consider a similar system of 
linear equations, but with b / that  1)elong to an ellipsoid ~bl  -~ ~< n, and A~ that 
belong to an ellipsoid F,A~ ~ n. In terms of A (") and '5(~), this system is 
exactly the same as for the first version; the only difference is that we are 
using a different norm {br p an(t q (llpll~ and Ilqll~, instead of Ilt)ll~ and 
Ilqll~), and di~}~rent values of a and /3: a = /3 = "2~-/~. For this version, avo 
parts require a new proof: steps 2 and 3. 
2. The linear system is nonsiugular. Indeed~ xi = hi, and b/2 ~ 32'5~ ~< 
n; hence Ixil ~< ~/n-n. 
3. N~r every solution of  this l inear system, and fl~r every i, either x i = 1 
or x i = - 1. Indeed, because of ( l )  and (2), Aib i = A ix  i = 1. Therefore, 
(A~ - '5,)2 = A~ + b~ - 2A~'5~ = A,*- + ,512 - 2. Hence, E~(A, - ,5~)e = 
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EA~ + Eb~ - 2n. From Ilpl12 ~ ~-  and Ilql12 ~ ~/~-, we conclude that 
EA~ ~< n and F,b~ ~< n. Therefore, EA~ + Eb~ - 2n ~< 0. So, the sum of n 
nonnegative numbers (A  i - bi) 2 is nonpositive; hence all these numbers are 
equal to 0. Therefore, A i = b i for all i. Since Aib  i = 1, we thus conclude 
that b~ = 1, so b i = _+l, and x i =b  i = +I .Q .E .D .  
Version 5 (IT(p, q)l[2 ~ c~): Let us consider a similar system of linear 
equations, but with b i and A~ that belong to an ellipsoid ~2b~ + F.A~ ~ 2n. 
In terms of A (~) and b (~), this system is exactly the same as for the first 
version; the only difference is that we are using a different norm for p and q 
[ll(p, q)l12 instead of Ilpll~ and Ilqll~], and a different value of a:  a = 2~n.  
For this version, two parts require a new proof: steps 2 and 3. 
2. The linear system is nonsingular. Indeed, x i = b i, and bi e ~< Eb; 2 + 
F~A~ ~ 2n; hence Ix~l < even. 
3. For every solution of  this l inear system, and fo r  every i, either x i = 1 
or x i = - 1. Indeed, because of (1) and (2), Aib  i = A ix i = 1. Therefore, 
(A~ - b~) 2 = A~ + b~ - 2a ib  ~ =A~ +b~-  2. Hence, E~(A~-by  = 
EA~ + Eb~-  2n. Since A i and b i belong to an ellipsoid, this sum is 
nonpositive. So the sum of n nonnegative numbers (A  i - hi) 2 is nonpositive: 
hence all these numbers are equal to 0. Therefore, A i = b i for all i. Since 
Aib  i = 1, we thus conclude that b~ = 1, so  b i = - t -1 ,  and x~ = b i = + 1. 
Q.E.D. • 
Proof  o f  the Corollary. I f  we could find the optimal solution itself in 
polynomial time, then we would be able to generate this same solution as its 
own &approximation. Since, due to theorem 2, we cannot generate approxi- 
mations, we cannot compute the optimal solution either. • 
Proof o f  Theorem 1. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, with 
the difference that we eonsider a linear system with k variables (not k + 1), 
and the following equations: 
(1) A~x i = 1, 1 <~ i <~ k; 
(2) x i = b i, 1 <~ i <~ k; 
(3) a~x 1 + "" +akx  k = O. 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, we can prove that this system is 
nonsingular, and that it is consistent (i.e., it has a possible solution) iff the 
partition problem has a solution. • 
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